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quences of 8ubword units, while the models of the 8ub

ABSTRACT

word units are derived from the large corpus.

We address the problem of automatically finding an acous

tic representation (i.e. a transcription ) of unknown words
as a

s equence of subword units, given a few samp le utter

We have investigated two methods to automatically
transcribe a new word

as

a sequence of suitably de

ances of the unknown words, and an inventory of speaker

fined subword units.

independent subword units.

maximum-likelihood formulation. In the first method,

The problem arises if a user

Both methods are based on a

which is in essence the method described in

wants to add his own vocabulary to a speaker-independent

[2],

a sepa

recognition system simply by speaking the words a few

rate transcription is first determined for each utterance

(imes.

of a word, and then that transcription is select.ed that

Two methods are i nvestigated which are both based on a
maximum-likelihood formulation of the proble m .

The ex

perimental results show that both automatic transcription

has most likely produced all utterances. In the second
method, which we denoted the "average transcription
method", an 'average' utterance is obtained from the

methods provide a good estimate of the acoustic models

of u nknown words.

with such models in
are

The recognition error rates obtained
a

speaker-independent r ecogni tion task

given utterances of a word. Then this average utter
ance is mapped onto the subword unit inventory by a
standard continuous-speech recognition procedure.

clea.rly better than those resulting from separate whole

We address the following issues:

word models. They are comparable with the performance
of t ra nscript ions drawn from a dictionary.

•

ledge (dictionary pronunciation or automatic tran

1. INTRODUCTION

scription or both).

This paper deals with the problem of adding new words

•

to a speaker-independent recognition system by finding

selection

phonemes

of

subword
with

units.

smaller-sized

We

COllJ-

units,

so

phoneme segments.

units. In the most elementary case, the spelling of the

[2].

The
pare

called context-independent or context-dependent

representations of these words as sequences of subword
word is unknown or is not exploited

The use of lexical knowledge and acoustical know

Thus a pho

•

netic transcription is not available. We assume that we

The influence of the number of sample utterances
and the lexicon size.

are given sample utterances of the unknown words and

The paper is organized as follows.

an inventory of subword units, which have been trained
on a speaker-independent training corpus. These units

Section 2 intro

duces the methods to obtain a sequence of subword
In Section

3 t.he

are to be used to compile the acoustic models of the

units from given sample utterances.

recognition vocabulary.

inventories of subword units are descrihed which have
heen used in the experiments presented in Sec t ion 4.

The assessment of phonetic baseforms by exploiting

Section 5 completes the paper with some conclusions.

acoustic samples may also be used to verify or select
phonetic transcriptions obtained from a pronunciation
lexicon or a text-to-speech system [3], [1]. Another ap

2.

plicat.ion is in t.he cont.ext of vocabulary-independent

TRANSCRIPTION TECHNIQUES

recognition, if only a small-scale application-dependent

It is well-known t.hat the phonetic recognition a.ccuracy

dat.a collect.ion (few speakers, few tokens) is affordable

of today's automatic speech recognition systems is t.oo

to complement a large application-independent train

low to reliably estimate Lhe phonetic transcription fro111

ing corpus.

a given utterance. The estimation can however be im

used

as

The application-dependent data can be

'transcription corpus' for the estimation of se-
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proved, if several utterances are employed to est.imate
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a transcription [2], or if the orthography is exploited as
an additional knowledge source in order to constrain
the search space [3 ], [1].
Here we concentrate mainly on the first approach,
since for our main application the orthography is not
available. Two methods have been employed to obtain
a transcription (i.e. a sequence of subword units, not
necessarily phonemes) of a new word from a few utter
ances of that word.
Let y(1), yP), ... , yen) be the n given utterances of the
new word w, and let S be the set of all possible subword
unit sequences.
2.1.

Multiple-Candidate Transcription Method

In this method, first for each of the n given utter
ances the most likely sequence of subword units is de
tennilleu: Tli); i
1, ... , n; T(i)fS, where
=

(1)
T(i) can be found by a standard continuous-speech sub
word unit recognition procedure. Then Tmul is ob

tained as the one out of the set T of transcriptions,
T::::: {T(il; i = 1, ... , n}, which has most likely produced
all n utterances, i.e. the one for which the product of
the likelihoods of all utterances given this transcription
IS maXllumu:

In contrast to the multiple-candidate transcription
method, the selected transcription Tavg can be any out
of the set S of subword unit sequences.
Note that the average transcription Tavg can also be
used as an additional candidate T(n+l) in the multiple
candidate transcription method.
2.3. Incorporation

Average Transcription Method

In this method, first a separate whole-word model with
single-density emission probabilities is trained from the
n given utterances. This model can be interpreted as
an 'average utterance' y obtained from the utterances,
where the observation vectors of this average utterance
are the mean vectors of the state-specific emission prob
abilit.y densities. The transcription of the unknown
word is now given by the subword unit sequence which
has most likely produced this average utterance.
=

a/·gmaxP(Y[s) .
uS

Phonetic

Tran

SUBWORD UNITS

The natural choice for a recognition subword unit of
ten is the phoneme since this unit has a direct link
with the pronunciation of the word and thus is used
in pronunciation dictionaries. For an automatic tran
scription system, as described here, other units can also
be employed.
Our speech recognizer is based on hidden Markov
models, the emission probabilities of which are mod
eled by continuous Laplacian mixture densities with a
single 'standard deviation' vector pooled over all states
and all mixture components [4]. The phoneme mod
els are 3-'segment' left-to-right hidden Markov models.
A segment is a sequence of two states with identical
emission probability density functions. The transition
probabilities a ( s [ s' ) for going from state s' to state s
are not trained but instead are given fixed a-priori val
ues that are non-zero only for loop, skip and forward
transitions. The Viterbi approximation is employed in
both training and recognition, i.e. the probability of a
word is replaced by the probability of its most likely
state sequence.
We have considered the following inventories of sub
word units:

This approach is in essence the approach taken in [2]
to determine fenonic baseforms.
Note that TmulfT, i.e. only such a transcription can
be chosen, which has obtained the best score for at
least one utterance.

tavg

Given

Here we are concerned with the problem of how to
incorporate one or more given phonetic transcriptions
into the approaches presented above. �We do not con
sider the (grapheme-to-phoneme) problem of finding a
transcription from a given orthography, but rat.her as
sume that the transcription is given, either by a pro
nunciation dictionary or by a text-to-speech system.
In [1] the search for the phonetic transcription is
restricted to the alternatives proposed by a text-to
speech system. Here we take a very straightforward
approach: Rather than constraining the search space,
the phonetic transcriptions of a dictionary or of a text
to-speech system are taken as additional candidat.es for
the multiple-candidate transcription method; i.e. the
set T is increased by these new transcription candi
dates. The potential advantage is that unusual pro
nunciations have a higher probability of being detected
compared to the approach of [1].
3.

2.2.

of

scription

( 3)

This subword unit sequence can again be found by a
continuous-speech recognition procedure.
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conte xt-independent phonemes

•

46

•

3*46 context-i n depen dent (el) phoneme segments

•

1274 context-dependent (CD) phoneme segments
where a separate model was used for a context seen
more than 100 times in the training data. Note
that since a phoneme consists of 3 phoneme seg
ments, the contex t-dependency is either only le ft
dependent or only right-dependent for the left most
or rightmost segment of a phoneme, respectively.
These units are similar to the phonicles used in [5].

e) Transcription found in the pronunciation dictionary
t aken as yet another, the ( n +2 ) nd candidate transcrip
tion of the multiple-candidate trans cription method.
Word error rates [%] of transcription methods
as a function of trans cription corpus size for lO-word
recognition lexicon. Phonemes CI segments, CD seg
ments and word models ( sin gle densiti e.s) .
Tablel:

,

# Transcription

1

4
a)

The context-dependent phoneme segments were con
sidered a good compromise between specificity of the
models and availability of tra i n ing material, which in
our case was not large enough to model triphones.
Note that transcriptions based on phoneme segments

b)

based on linguistic or phonetic knowledge.

\Ve trained

the subword units on a German telephone
speech corpus consisting of 34,000 isolated utterances
of 174 sp eakers . Gender-specific models were trained
with 1000 L aplac ian densities per gender. We experi
mented with two different test lexica. The first lexicon
consisted of 10 German city names; the second con
sisted of 32 words of at least 2 phonemes duration,

per

J

word spoken by 4, 10 or
male an d the same amount of utterances by female

45
speakers were used to estimate the gender-specific tran

J

45

0.1

d)

0.8

0.6

0.0

0.3

1. 7
0 .6
0.1
# n·anscription uttera nces

4

d)
e)
Word mo de ls I

Three utterances of each

2.9
1.1

0.4

1.8

c)

training corpus.

10

1.1

b)

by each of 12 male and 12 female speak
for the 10-word lexicon
and 2304 utterances for the 32-word lexicon. Test lex
icon as well as test speakers had no overlap with the
ers, resulting in 720 uttera nces

word and gender

b)
c)

a)

illcluding the 10 city names. The test vocabulary was

1.0

2.1
1.0
0.7

# Trans cription u tteranc es

e)
CD
se gments

spoken 3 ti mes

45

I

0.8

a)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.9

1.0
1.4

1.4
1. 1
3.3
4

4.

10

1.7

1.8

c)
d)
e)
CI
segments

are purely acoustically defined and that they are not

u tterances

per word and gender

Phonemes

per word and gender

1

10
2.5

I

45

1.7

1.0

0.8

1.0

1.1

0.7

1.0

1.0

0.8

12.6

6.9

4.9

1.1

1.1

0.7

with the training and test data.

The first observation is that speaker-independent
with single density emission probabilities
perform clearly worse than the models obtained from
the transcription techniques as a concatenatioll of sub

each of th e three subword unit inventories mentioned

small to train reliable speaker-independent word mod

spectively:

of

script ions . This "transcription corpus" had no overlap

Table 1 and 2 compare transcription techniques for

earlier, for the 10-word and

a) Phonetic

transcriptions of

the 32- word
the

10

word models

word units. Obviously the transcription corpus is too

lexi con , re

or 32 recognition

words looked up in a pronunciation dictionary

els, whereas the concatenat.ed models tal{e advantage

(stan

looked up in

dard case of vocabulary-independent r ecognition).

b) M ul t iple- c andida.te
c)

Average transcript i on

obtained from the given

t.erances in the transcription corpus.

d)

ut

A vera.ge t ramicri pt i on used as the (n+ 1)st candi
date t ra nscription of the multiple- can did at e transcrip

tion me th od.

automatic
fi

corpus.

transcriptions

with

those

dictionary, it can be seen that the er

ror rates obtained are comparable. In some cases, they

transcription obtained from the

givell utterances in the transcrip tion corpus.

a large speaker-independent training
Comparing

even outperform the dictionary transcription. It may

be con cluded that the automatic transcription methods
provide a

good

estimate of t,he acoustic models of the

unknown words.

Smaller subword unit.s t.end t.o

pro

vide better transcriptions, in particular the larger t.he

transcription corpus is.

Comparing multiple-candidate and average tralJscrip-
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Table2: Word error rates [%] of transcription methods
as a function of transcription corpus size for 32-word
recognition lexicon. Phonemes, CI segments, CD seg
lIlt'nts and word lllotlds (single densit.ies).
# Transcription utterances
Phonemes
per word and gender
4
10
45
I
I
a)
3.6
b)
5.7
5.1
3.5
c)
7. 3
4. 2
4.7
d)
4.6
4.1
3.5
e)
4.3
3.6
3.4
CI
# Transcription utterances
segments
per word and gender
4
10
45
I
I
a)
3.6
b)
7.5
4.1
5.2
c)
5.2
3.6
2.9
d)
3.6
2.9
5.2
e)
5.0
3.0
2.4
CD
# Transcription utterances
segments
per word and gender
4
10
45
I
I
a)
3.6
b)
5.2
3.6
2.8
c)
1.9
1.8
2.0
d)
1.9
1.9
1.9
e)
2.5
2.1
2.3
Word models
16.5
9.6
5.6

•

"

tion there is no unanimous superiority of one of them.
A combination of both, however, leads in general to
the best performance. It seems, though, that the in
corporation of the lexical transcription as additional
candidate transcription does not lead to a clear im
provement.
A wmparison of the results of table 1 and 2 shows that
the relative performance of the automatic transcrip
tions compared to the dictionary transcription is worse
for the larger lexiwn. This may indicate that the au
tomatically determined transcriptions tend to be less
consistent than those of a dictionary.

•
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